The AUV combines mostly in ball shell, cylindrical shell, taper shells and other rotary shells by thread coupling, bolt coupling, wedge coupling and hoop coupling. This paper makes the finite element analysis and research on the mechanics mode of a certain AUV with the analytic method. Based on the basic equation of theory of thin shells, analysed every separated shells, and set up it's mechanics mathematical model, and analysed the combined shell with the finite element method. At last, the final result validated the mathematical model. The method presented is effective in analysing and dynamical designing of AUV structure.
The basic theoretical equation of thin shell
A middle surface patch of thin shell and internal forces on the cross section are shown in figure 2. The parameters 1 N , 2 N , 12 N , 1 M , 2 M , 12 M , 1 Q , 2 Q are the internal forces acted on α plane and β plane, 1 k and 2 k are the main curvatures on α direction and β direction, 1 R and 2 R are the radius of main curvature on the middle surface, and 
From the geometrical equations (1.2) and the physical equations (1.3) of basic equation in the thin shell theory, we can reason out the elastic equations (1.4). 
The state of nonmomental theory supposed there are no both flexural moment and torsional moment on the any cross section of the thin shell, that is 
The Cylindrical Shell
The α -axis point to the generatrix and the β -axis point to the circumference of cylindrical shell, then, 1 0 k = , 
The Gyral Shell
The parameter 1 C is the curvature center of point M on the gyral shell generatrix. It is shown in figure 4 . The curvatures are 1
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The Gauss-Codazzi conditions
The balanceable equations and elastic equations of gyral shell nonmomental theory are:
The ball shell is the special gyral shell, and
in the ball shell.
The axial symmetrical bending equations of thin shell

The Axial Symmetrical Bending Equations Of Cylindrical Shell
The internal forces, displacements and strains are axial symmetrical in the cylindrical shell. The internal forces reduce to 1 N , 2 N , 1 M , 2 M , 1 Q , and the displacements reduce to u , w . The axial symmetrical bending equations of the cylindrical shell are: 
The Axial Symmetrical Bending Equations Of Gyral Shell
The parameters of the gyral shell, 1 
The basic functions are supposed,
The differential operator is supposed,
The basic differential equations that the axial symmetrical bending edge effect of gyral shell are: 
The effect of edge effect reduce rapidly with the distance increase to boundary, then the equations (2.8) simplified to the equations (2.9):
The basic differential equations that the axial symmetrical bending of ball shell are: 
